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Abstract: This paper presents a new three pass forming approach using incremental sheet forming 
(ISF) for the manufacture of a trumpet bell. Brass instrument bells are traditionally manufactured 
using artisanal methods (cutting, hammering, spinning and finishing) which are labour intensive but 
deliver superior quality instruments. The aim of this work was to achieve comparable levels of control 
using ISF. A series of 27 trials were undertaken to establish optimum set up, forming strategy and tool 
selection. This has resulted in a three pass approach that delivers consistent wall thicknesses within 
the tolerance zone and a higher component wall angle (79°) than previously achieved axially in ISF. 
The resulting components are evaluated using GOM scanning to set out the wall thicknesses and 
surface finishes achieved, and outlines future avenues for investigation in the forming of brass. 

1 Introduction 
Currently, the construction of professional and serious amateur brass musical instruments undertaken 
by micro, small and medium enterprises is highly labour intensive. While cheaper mass-produced 
instruments are now widely available, these tend to lead to compromises in quality and lack the 
customisation and attention to detail that can be provided by hand-finished instruments. The focus of 
the next generation of musical instrument manufacturing, particularly brass instruments, is to apply 
advanced and flexible manufacturing techniques. Digital manufacturing processes have the potential 
to provide a new category of components combining the control and customisation of hand-made 
processes with the reliability and accuracy of mass production processes. 

This research has been conducted in collaboration with Matthew Parker Trumpets1 and focusses 
specifically on the construction of a natural trumpet bell (Figure 1). The natural trumpet is precursor 
to modern instruments - it has no valves and can play only the notes of the natural harmonic series 
(the open notes on a modern trumpet). The bell of a trumpet is the flared tube where sound is emitted, 
and functions identically in both natural and modern instruments. The bell’s properties play a critical 
role in amplification and characterisation of tone, with critical specifications including shape, thickness 
and material structure. For high-end trumpets, the bell is one of the most expensive and time-
consuming components of the instrument to manufacture. While in mass manufacturing settings the 

1 https://www.matthewparkertrumpets.com 
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bell is typically drawn – resulting in an uneven axial thickness distribution, a higher repeatability but 
generally a lower accuracy – the ‘artisanal’ process provides greater control and delivers a higher 
overall product quality. However, this requires compromises in productivity, replicability and cost.  

 

Figure 1: A natural trumpet and its bell [image: Matthew Parker Trumpets] 

The trumpet bell is manufactured as a separate component and then brazed onto the tubing of the 
rest of the instrument. The main phases of bell manufacturing, which is representative of artisanal 
processes, consists of:  

1. Cutting a brass sheet into a suitably shaped pattern. 
2. Hammering the pattern onto a simple tapered mandrel by hand, using soft hammers to create 

an asymmetric bell shape with an overlapping seam. The material is frequently annealed with 
a torch, although the amount required is case dependent.  

3. Spinning to finalise the pre-formed bell shape. The overlapping seam is planished flat on a 
suitable mandrel. Confirmation to the final shape is then achieved through spinning passes 
with wood and then steel tools. Further annealing may take place as required, and the 
lubricant used during this operation is solid natural fat. 

4. Initial polishing internally and externally with decreasing grit. Solid lubricant may be used 
during this operation. 

5. Cleaning using immersion for 10-15 minutes in sulphuric acid.  
6. Final polishing using a bench grinder, with cotton mote used to create a mirror-like exterior 

surface.  

Steps 3 and 4 are illustrated in Figure 2. The hammering (Step 2) and spinning (Step 3) operations are 
the most critical, as well as the main source of defects and quality issues. Hammering can create micro-
cracks, micro-and macro-tears, and defective seams that can cause breakage in the other steps of the 
process or directly generate a defective part. The spinning process is particularly sensitive to process 
parameters, tool design and control system, resulting in defects or failures when they are not 
controlled or designed for the worked material/geometry. The elimination of the hammering phase 
and the automation of spinning provides scope to increase productivity, accuracy and reliability as 
well as reducing defects.  
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Figure 2: Manual spinning (a) and initial polishing (b) operations on the trumpet bell [image: Matthew 
Parker Trumpets] 

Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) was identified as the most economic and mechanically viable option 
for the small volumes and customized production in this context. It is a flexible process in which a 
sheet of metal is formed by a progression of localised deformation (Jackson and Allwood, 2009). 
Moving over the surface sheet in increments, a simple tool causes the material to deform plastically. 
As the parts can be executed using a conventional CNC machine, they can be produced directly from 
a CAD file and design changes quickly and easily be incorporated. Indeed, due to its high degree of 
flexibility, it can be used to generate shapes that are not axially symmetric, and is suggested for rapid 
prototyping and customized products (Bahloul et al., 2014). Furthermore, because of the incremental 
nature of the process, the forces generated within the deformed material are relatively small and good 
quality surface finishes can be achieved (Echrif and Hrairi, 2011).  

2 ISF process overview 
The two most common configurations of ISF are single-point incremental forming (SPIF) and two-point 
incremental forming (TPIF) as shown in Figure 3 (Jackson and Allwood, 2009). The SPIF machine setup 
is composed of a forming tool, a fixture, a blank holder, and a blank firmly clamped to the holder. 
Using a suitable tool path strategy, the forming tool deforms the blank from top to bottom in 
predefined vertical increments until the desired shape has been formed (Echrif and Hrairi, 2011). The 
tool forms a shape from its periphery towards the centre and the blank remains fixed in the z-
direction. In TPIF, more precise forms can be achieved by using a lower support (die) specific to the 
desired shape, primarily for obtaining organic and complex surfaces. The die can be positive (shoulder) 
or negative (cavity) and partial or full (Fritzen et al., 2013). The die remains stationary while the blank 
holder (clamping the sheet periphery) moves down as deformation of the sheet progresses. In contrast 
with SPIF, the part is formed from the centre to the periphery.  
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Figure 3: Single-point incremental forming (a); Two-point incremental forming (b) (Jackson and 
Allwood, 2009)  
 
The nature of the forming process means that the main tool forms the shape by stretching the blank 
material Echrif and Hrairi (2011). Monitoring of wall thicknesses is therefore a critical factor in the 
parts produced. Using the principle of the conservation of volume, the relationship between the wall 
thickness after forming (𝑡1), the wall angle of the formed part (𝛼) and the original blank wall thickness 
(𝑡0) is known as the Sine Law (1). 

𝑡1 =  𝑡0𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼           (1) 

However, Jackson and Allwood (2009) state that the sine law prediction of wall thickness is not equal 
to the actual resulting wall thickness in SPIF or TPIF because, unlike shear spinning, the deformation 
mechanics allows for radial displacement of material. Therefore, the distribution of wall thickness 
depends on the sheet thickness, influencing the accuracy of Sine Law predictions.  The challenges of 
effective simulation have meant that many recent investigations focus on experimental and empirical 
approaches to understanding the resulting ISF part properties in relation to various process variables. 
The various numerical and categorical variables, as well as responses and quality attributes, are 
summarised in Table 1.  

Table 1: Variables and attributes relevant to the ISF process 

Numerical Variables 
 

Categorical variables 
 

Responses and quality 
attributes 

Tool diameter  
Step size (or Vertical pitch) 
Wall angle 
Sheet thickness (or blank 
thickness) 
Working length (forming 
length) 
Feed rate (Tool speed) 
Spindle speed (Tool 
rotational speed) 

Tool shape 
Tool path function 
Tool path control function (or 
system) 
Forming strategy (single or 
multi-stages)  
Forming mode (SPIF, TPIF) 
Lubrication type (dry, water or 
oil based, grease) 

Forming forces  
Final thickness average and 
distribution  
Surface roughness average and 
distribution  
Resulting wall angle 
Springback angle 
Microstructure properties and 
their distribution Wall angle 
(when not considered as a 
control variable) 

 

2.1 Previous ISF studies 
Chang et al. (2019) propose an analytical model to predict the forming force in SPISF, considering both 
elastic and plastic deformation effects in SPISF. The authors modelled the ideal contact zone between 
the metal sheet and solid tool (i.e. round nose). An approximation of the contact area could be made 
by dividing it in three subsections (as in Figure 4): (1) the contact section produced by the tool 
pressure, expressed as L1; (2) the contact section where the wall angle is formed by the tool, named 
as L2; (3) the contact portion between the tool and surface scallop, expressed as L3.  From this model, 
the contact stress if formulated to each of the three sections. Assumptions are made to simplify the 
model and reduce the derivatives order. The experimental results show adherence between the 
model and the tested aluminium. 
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Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the contact area in ISF (Chang et al., 2019) 

Using a similar model, Chang & Chen (2019) model the surface roughness and its variation in SPIF. The 
power-law is used to consider both effects of plastic and elastic deformations, describing the 
contributions of tool radius, wall angle, step depth, sheet thickness and material properties  to the 
deformation. The model is validated and tested on aluminium and compared with previous 
investigations on geometric characterization of roughness. 

Wu et al. (2021) investigate analytically the fracture mechanics in SPISF by simplifying the highly tri-
dimensional state of tension. Using Von Mises criterion and damage accumulation models are used to 
analyses the fracture heights obtained experimentally on an aluminium alloy. Different geometrical 
conditions and process parameters to test the analytical model. Smaller contact angle tends to cause 
strain concentration and damage accumulation, which results in fracture occurring at certain height 
of part. Friction, in term of shear stress, shows positive effect on improvement of forming limits in ISF. 
The normal stress, cause of both fracture and deformation, drop when the tool radius is larger than 
10 mm suppressing the formability of ISF. This result agrees with both analytical formulation and 
experimental trials. 

As in this investigation, Bowen at al. (2022) analysed qualitatively manual forming process to identify 
correlation and create digital duals. The paper identifies and analyses four different processes and 
some manual used by smiths and artisans. The authors taxonomize those techniques to attempt an 
automation of the processes to resemble the tools movements and ensure similar results in terms of 
material properties and components geometry. Campanella et al. (2021) use numerical models to 
predict the formability of a magnesium alloy. An explicit formulation is used to predict the forming 
limit of the alloy. The authors compared the fracture limit obtained numerically by continuously 
monitoring the ISF conditions. As in previous investigation, the formability decreases with an 
increasing wall angle. He et al. (2020) develop a continuous monitoring and correction algorithm for 
ISF. A closed loop continuously corrects the toolpath to ensure the adherence with the final geometry. 
Forming step and the positions of the geometry representation points are the input and output of the 
model. Horizontal and vertical geometry prediction models are, based on the assumption that the ISF 
process is additive and the geometry follows the tool path. The author tested the approach on a 
complex shape finding improvement in comparison with the classic open-loop approach. 

The ISF literature shows many authors have adopted a Design of Experiments (DoE) approach to their 
investigations, with particular attention on numerical approaches for the analysis of SPIF behaviour. 
Table 2 summarizes the investigation approaches and definitions, investigated materials, control 
variables (number, levels and categories) and measured responses.  

Bahloul et al. (2014) investigate SPIF numerically, using the Box-Behnken DoE. The authors combine 
the DoE with response surface methodology and Genetic Algorithms (GA) in order to minimize the 
thinning rate and maximize punch force on an aluminium alloy (Al 3003-O). Mugendiran et al. (2014) 
use a Response Surface Methodology (Design of Experiment) to analyse the effect of the forming 
parameters on final thickness and surface roughness of an aluminium alloy (AA5052). Li et al., (2014a) 
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use an OVAT (One Variable at a Time) approach to experimentally investigate an aluminium alloy 
(7075-O). An analytical model (i.e. upper-bound method) is utilised to predict three forming 
components, comparing the results with the experimental ones. Liu et al. (2014b) develop the Box-
Behnken DoE (using a Response Surface Methodology) to correlate the forming parameters (step size, 
feed rate and tool diameter) and sheet thickness with the surface roughness of an AA7075 alloy. Han 
et al. (2013) use a Taguchi L18 approach to investigate the springback of different alloys (aluminium 
alloy, carbon steel and stainless steel) in SPIF. The authors use the experimental results to validate a 
predictive visco-plastic FEM model. Similarly, Gulati et al. (2016) use a Taguchi L18 to investigate 
Aluminium-6063. Lubrication was found to have the highest influence on formability (to obtain the 
target wall angle) and surface roughness.  Liu et al. (2014) use FEM and experimental trials to 
understand forming forces, thickness distribution and microstructure dependency of an aluminium 
alloy. Durante et al. (Durante et al., 2009) similarly investigate ISF for an aluminium alloy, concluding 
that while tool rotation influences the required forming force, it has no significant effect on the surface 
roughness. Kurra et al. (Kurra et al., 2015) use Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector 
Regression (SVR) and Genetic Programming (GP) to predict the final surface roughness of an EDD 
(extra deep drawing) steel.  

DoE has not been directly applied in the trials due to the complexity of the shape and the consequently 
unstainable number of categorical variables (even in a Taguchi configuration). Because of the 
geometry, the identified toolpath has therefore been selected as variable. Wall angle and “spline 
forms” have been down selected via preliminary trials, with machine parameters (tool rotation, 
forming speed and step size) selected according to literature. Different tool geometries have also been 
tested. This helped assess different contact zones between the tool and workpiece, with consequent 
changes in friction, local deformation and heat exchange. FEM has not been utilised as the modelling 
of SPF is not currently capable of accurate digital twinning.  
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Table 2: Summary of the recent literature approaches to ISF process.  
 

Bahloul et al. 
(2014) 

Mugediran et 
al. (2014) 

Li et al. 
(2014b) 

Liu et al. 
(2014) 

Gulati et al. 
(2015) 

Li at al. 
(2014a) 

Han et al. (2013) Kurra et al. 
(2015) 

Investigated 
Materials 

Al 3003-O Al 3003-O 7075-O AA7075 Al-6063 Al 7075-O 

Aluminum alloy, 

Carbon and 
Stainless steel  

EDD steel 

Investigative 
Approaches 

Experimental  Experimental  
Analytical 

Experimental  
Experim

ental 
Experimental  

Experimental 

Numerical 
(Explicit) 

Experimental 
Numerical (Explicit) 

Analytical, 
Experimental  

A
p

p
ro

ac
h

 D
e

fi
n

it
io

n
 

Design of 
Experiment 

Box Behnken 

Response 
Surface 

Methodology 

(RSM) 

Not Used 
Box-

Behnken 
Taguchi (L18) Not used Taguchi (L18) Box- Behnken 

Additional 
Models 

Used 

Response Surface 

Methodology 
(RSM), Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) 

None 
Upper-bound 

method 
None ANOVA 

3D elastic–
plastic FEM 

Visco-plastic FEM 
ANOVA 

Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANN), 

Support Vector 
Regression (SVR), 

Genetic 
Programming (GP) 

C
o

n
tr

o
l V

ar
ia

b
le

s 

Number 4 3 2 4 6 4 6 5 

Levels 3 3 8 3 3 (2) 3 3 3 

Definition 

Wall Angle, Tool 
Diameter, Sheet 
Thickness, Step 

size 

Spindle Speed, 
Step Size, Feed 

rate 

Wall Angle, 
Step size 

Step 
size, 
Feed 
rate, 

Sheet 

Sheet 

thickness, Step 
size, Spindle 

speed, 
Lubrication, 

Feed rate, (Tool 
radius) 

Tool diameter, 
Sheet 

thickness, Step 
size, Spindle 

speed 

Material, Tool 
Diameter, Working 
length, Wall angle, 

Step size, Sheet 

thickness 

Tool diameter, 
Step size, Wall 

angle, Feed rate, 

Lubricant 

M
e

as
u

re
d

 
R

e
sp

o
n

se
s Number 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 1 

Definition 
Thinning Rate, 
Forming force 

Final Thickness, 
Surface 

Roughness 

Forming 
force, Surface 

Roughness 

Surface 
Roughne

ss 

Wall angle, 
Surface 

Roughness 

Force, 
Thickness 

distribution, 
Microstructure 

Springback angle Surface Roughness 
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2.2 Applying ISF to the trumpet bell 
The complexity of the bell component (a multi-cubic spline) and the unconventional material (70/30 
brass) make this investigation highly explorative. Previous studies in relation to ISF of brass are limited. 
Where they do exist, these investigations focus on the single point variant of the process. Almost all 
use an experimental approach and few have combined these with FEM investigations.  

A series of trials have been conducted by Fritzen et al. (2013, 2016, 2017). In the first, Fritzen et al. 
(2013) investigate SPIF of 70/30 brass alloy using an experimental approach to determine formability. 
A spiral toolpath was found able to form a greater wall angle, compared with a conventional strategy 
(increasing the wall angle by 4° to 54°). The maximum working length (100mm) was achieved for the 
lowest step size, increasing also the obtainable wall angle of 1° (compared with higher step size 
selection). Investigating a 65/35 brass, Fritzen et al. (2016) investigate the mechanical resistance of a 
brass alloy of SPIF, using a CNC parallel robotic arm. The authors conclude that for brass, similar to 
other metals, the forming forces and the occurrence of fracture increase with the blank thickness 
increasing. Similar to their previous investigations, Fritzen et al., (2017) investigate 60/40 brass 
through an experimental approach, with three different values of step sizes and two tool diameters. 
The authors conclude that a decreased step size affects a decrease in forming force and hence reduced 
defects and fractures of the workpiece.  

Jawale et al. (2017) use the SPIF for characterizing the formability limit of brass and copper alloys, by 
characterising their fracture limits. In contrast, Reddy (2017) uses a Taguchi approach (L9) for 
validating the FEM investigation of the SPIF of 60/40 brass, numerically simulating the spiral path used 
for the process using a commercial software (ABAQUS). The ANOVA study, applied to Taguchi method, 
concluded that the sheet thickness has the highest statistical influence on process performances. 
Kumar and Kumar (2014) have developed an innovative configuration of the blank holder, dedicated 
to brass SPIF. A grid pattern was used for evaluating the different deformation zones of the final 
component, although only qualitatively. Al-Attaby and Tahseen Fadhel Abaas (2013) investigated the 
effectiveness of the different toolpath strategies on 65/35 brass alloy. An adaptive toolpath was found 
to be effective, due to a local grain-refinement imputable to the directional change. The toolpath 
variation increase the brass hardness (corroborated by the wall angle increasing), related to the 
formation on needle shape grains. Ashouri and Shahrajabian (2017) investigated the SPIF of bi-
laminates, composed by 60/40 brass and steel (ST13), using a Response Surface Methodology 
experimental approach. The authors noted vibration to occur when high displacement of material has 
been caused, concluding that feed rate and rotation should be kept low in order to avoid premature 
fractures. Similarly Al-Ghamdi and Hussain (2016) study the heat treatments effect on the formability 
of tri-laminates of brass (65/35) and steel alloys (ST13) (brass-steel-brass). Annealing increased the 
formability of material (from 10% to 49%), although high annealing time and temperature can cause 
defect on the final component (delamination). 

3 Experimental Investigation 
1.1 Target geometry 
The target component was the trumpet bell with a length of 250mm. An existing component was 
scanned to determine the main component requirements and to generate a CAD version of the target 
component shape (Figure 5a). The CAD model, which had not been previously been generated due to 
the artisanal nature of the production, allowed the construction of a toolpath for the ISF process. In 
Figure 5b, the target component thickness was mapped using a GOM scan. The thickness varied from 
0.4 (pipe zone) to 0.55 (bell end) reaching the highest value in the external circumference (from 1 to 
3 mm). The cubic spline describing the component shape had a variable wall angle along the 
component axis (Figure 4b). Using a 10mm step on the symmetry axis (locating the 0 at the bell -end), 
it was possible to determine that the local wall angle goes from 22° (0-10mm) at the bell-end, 
increasing gradually to 30°(10-20mm), 46°(20-30mm), 52°(30-40mm), 59°(40-50mm), 75°(50-60mm), 
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87°(60-90mm), 89° (> 90mm). Given the very high wall angle (the pipe wall is almost parallel to the 
trumpet axis), the target component was shortened to 90mm. This approximation was not used by 
the spline for programming the toolpath, which follows the component shape by changing wall angle 
locally to reproduce the target. 

 

Figure 5: Component scan and thickness distribution (a) CAD model and dimensions (b) Target 
component’s thickness distribution (GOM scan). 

 

1.2 Experimental trials 
A total of 20 trials were conducted to establish brass forming properties in relation to the bell. Table 
3 sets out the details of all experimental variables and results for the sequence of trials. For all trials, 
there were a number of constants: the blanks used were 250x250mm sheets, mounted in a sliding 
frame; a spiral toolpath was adopted, with a set feed rate (3500mm/min) and tool rotation (50 RPM); 
and an oil-based lubricant was used throughout. However, the trials can be split into two main phases 
– preliminary trials when the brass sheet was unclamped, and subsequent trials when the sheet was 
clamped and the forming strategy derived.  

1.3  Preliminary SPF trials 
The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 6a. A flexible die, extendable to the 50, 60, 70, 75 and 
90mm heights of the target component (maintaining the final shape by extending the target spline), 
was built as showed in Figure 6b.  The other experimental variables included: the sheet thicknesses 
(1.2, 1.6, 2.0mm); the forming tool shape (round nose and flat end, as shown in Figure 6c); and the 
forming strategy. This evolved through the trials and consisted of forming stages (1, 2, 3, and 4), 
toolpath variance (spiral, bidirectional spiral counterspiral), and toolpath profile (straight lines of 42° 
and 55° as well as various splines).  
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Figure 6: Experimental set-up (a) and 50mm TPIF die with 10mm extension (b), and round nose and 
flat end tools (c) 

In three subsequent trials, SPIF was unsuccessfully tested using a single step approach (counter 
rotating spiral, with rotational direction changed after every step) and a two step approach (spiral), 
using the same process parameters. Although the first process successfully formed up to 50mm in 
length, 0.48 mm in thickness, and 78° wall angles, the thickness distribution and the final shape (more 
than 4mm from the target diameters) were not acceptable. For this reason, TPIF was consequently 
used as the forming approach, and the target component shortened further from 90mm to 70mm in 
length – this was still deemed as usable for the bell component after consultation with Matthew 
Parker Trumpets. It also became clear at this point that achieving the component length through the 
necessary wall angle would be the principle challenge of the trials.  One of the preliminary trials and 
its associated failure is illustrated in Figure 7.  

  

Figure 7: Trial 1 (2.0mm, single stage SPIF and counterspiral toolpath): circumferential facture (a), 
thickness distribution (b)  
 

In the subsequent trials, TPIF was performed by clamping the sheet to the die using 12 bolts. A part of 
the component was formed with the aim of investigating the formable length for high wall angles 
(higher than 80°), with a height of 20mm achieved. This result was consistent across several trials as 
shown in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8: Consistency into breakage for high wall angles: fracture after forming 19.5mm (2.0mm, 
single stage SPIF, counterspiral toolpath) (a); fracture after forming 22mm (2.0mm, single stage TPIF, 
70mm die) (b) 
 
The forming strategy was adjusted several times during the trials with the aim of achieving the 
maximum possible forming depth. A two-step approach using a straight line pre-stretch (Pass 1) and 
final target spline (Pass 2) was developed. 42° and 55° wall angles for the pre-stretch pass were utilised 
and these were successful with both the 1.6 and 2.0mm sheet thicknesses in forming to a height of 
60mm. This two-step approach was, however, unsuccessful using the 1.2mm sheet and bulging was 
evident in the 1.6 and 2.0mm components that were formed (Figure 9). Bulging is a defect that causes 
geometrical inaccuracy and premature failure due to an excess of friction between tool (or die) and 
the workpiece. Al-Ghamd & Hussain (2019) found that bulge formation in copper alloys is sensitive to 
forming conditions in a way that bulging can be minimized performing ISF with larger tool diameter 
and step size. The bending under tension analysis reveals that the formation of bulge is an outgrowth 
of bending moment that the forming tool applies on the sheet during ISF. For this reason, different 
tools have been tested to minimize this defect.  

 

Figure 9: Bulging defects on 2mm – Trial 5(a) and 1.6mm – Trial 12 (b) components. 

It was determined that the steep spline inclination of the second step was the primary factor in this 
defect. As a result, a three-step forming strategy with an additional ‘backward’ forming step was 
developed (Figure 10) in order to allow the material to achieve a higher deformation rate without 
incurring into fractures. In the three step approach, the first (Pass 1) is a pre-stretching spline (wider 
and shallower than the final) and the second (Pass 2) is a backward toolpath where the tool is moved 
from approximately the middle of the component (36mm from the top) to the top of the die. This is 
contrary to the other tool motions that go from top to the bottom. The final step (Pass 3) resembles 
the final shape of the component and is parallel to the die shape. Interestingly, this resembles the 
manual strategy employed in manually spinning bells from a disc: the cone is formed roughly before 
working from the outer end of the shape to get a near approxmimation of the shape.  
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Figure 10: Toolpath profile for two step (a) and three step (b) forming approaches 
 

Using this approach, 1.6 and 2.0mm thicknesses were successfully formed with no bulging. However, 
the 1.2mm thickness resulted in fracture. At this point (Trial2), a round tool was utilised and was found 
to have a favourable effect on results. In the final phase of optimisation some bulging appeared 
(Trial16), but it was found that, by lowering the slope inclination at the end of the third pass toolpath 
towards the lower part of the component to less than 20° (from 30° in the previous trials), the three 
stages approach was ultimately able to form the 1.2mm sheet with no defects (Figure 11). 

  

Figure 11: Final component for: Trial 9 - flat tool, 60mm die, 3 steps strategy, 1.6mm sheet (a); Trial 
17 - round nose tool, 60mm die, 3 steps strategy, 1.2mm sheet (b)
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Table 3. Experimental trial details (h, formed vertical length; *, spline step) 

Trial 
Die Height 
(h) [mm] 

Thickness 
(t) [mm] 

Forming 
Depth [mm] 

Step Size 
[mm] 

Forming Strategy 
Tool Status 

Stages Toolpath type Toolpath profile: Straight line, Wall Angle [°] – Forming spline 

Trial 1 70mm 2 75 0.15 2 Spiral 42°, final spline(75h)* Flat End Fracture at 21mm during stage 2 

Trial 2 60mm 2 70,-36,60 0.15 3 Spiral (bidirectional) Pre-s tretch spline (70), backward spline (36h), final spline(60h) Round Nose No fracture 

Trial 3 60mm 2 70,-36,60 0.15 3 Spiral (bidirectional) Pre-s tretch spline (70), backward spline (36h), final spline(60h) Flat End No fracture 

Trial 4 50mm  2 60 0.15 3 Spiral 42°, 42°, final spline(50h)* Flat End No fracture, step defect 

Trial 5 50mm  2 60 0.15 2 Spiral 42°, final spline(50h)* Flat End No fracture, bulging 

Trial 6 75 mm  1.6 75 0.15 2 Spiral 42°, final spline(75h)* Flat End Fracture at 16mm during stage 2 

Trial 7 65 mm 1.6 60 0.15 2 Spiral 55°, final spline(75h)* Flat End Fracture at 22mm during stage 2 

Trial 8 60mm 1.6 60 0.15 2 Spiral 55°, final spline(60h)* Flat End Fracture at 19mm during stage 2 

Trial 9 60mm 1.6 70,-36,60 0.15 3 Spiral (bidirectional) Pre-s tretch spline (70), backward spline (36h), final spline(60h) Flat End No fracture 

Trial 10 60mm  1.6 70,-36,60 0.15 3 Spiral (bidirectional) Pre-s tretch spline (70), backward spline (36h), final spline(60h)+ Round Nose No fracture 

Trial 11 60mm 1.6 70,-36,60 0.15 3 Spiral (bidirectional) Pre-s tretch spline (70), backward spline (36h), final spline(60h)+ Round Nose No fracture 

Trial 12 50mm  1.6 60 0.15 2 Spiral 42°, final spline(50h)* Flat End No fracture, bulging 

Trial 13 60mm  1.2 60,-20,-36,60 0.15 4 Spiral (bidirectional) 55°,backward spline (20h), backward spline (36h), final spline(60h)* Flat End Fracture at 23mm during stage 4 

Trial 14 60mm  1.2 70,-36,60 0.15 3 Spiral (bidirectional) Pre-s tretch spline (70), backward spline (36h), final spline(60h) Flat End Fracture at 30mm during stage 3 

Trial 15 60mm 1.2 70,-36,60 0.15 3 Spiral (bidirectional) Pre-s tretch spline (70), backward spline (36h), final spline(60h) Round Nose No fracture 

Trial 16 60mm 1.2 70,-36,60 0.15 3 Spiral (bidirectional) Pre-s tretch spline (70), backward spline (36h), final spline(60h) Round Nose No fracture, bulging 

Trial 17 60mm  1.2 70,-36,60 0.15 3 Spiral (bidirectional) Pre-s tretch spline (70), backward spline (36h), final spline(60h)+ Round Nose No fracture 

Trial 18 50mm  1.2 60 0.15 2 Spiral 42°, final spline(50h)* Flat End No fracture, bulging 

Trial 19 50mm  1.2 60 0.15 2 Spiral 55°, final spline(50h)* Round Nose No fracture, bulging 

Trial 20 50mm  1.2 60 0.15 2 Spiral 42°, final spline(50h)* Round Nose No fracture, bulging 
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In the formed components, external non-contact surface roughness (the ‘orange peel effect’) appears 
on the internal side of the components (opposite to the tool working surface) , using both flat and 
round tool. In sheet metal forming, the metal grains have a tendency to deform independently and 
with different orientations, resulting in the grains appearing raised on the surface (Hamilton and 
Jeswiet, 2010). This effect tends to increase with the amount of deformation, showing the difficulty 
of the material to plastically deform in these zones at the experimental conditions. As expected, 
orange peel zones were particularly evident where fracture appears. When successfully formed, this 
texture appears more evident in the components formed from the thicker sheets (as shown in Figure 
12 for 1.6mm - Trial1, and 2.0mm – Trial2) than in the thinnest one (1.2mm). Again, similar failure 
points have been noted when spinning from discs by hand.  

  

Figure 12: ‘Orange peel skin’ in components formed from 1.6mm-Trial 13 (a) and 2.0mm – Trial 2(b) 
sheets  

4 Discussion 
The discussion addresses the forming strategy and forming tool optimization for achieving the 
experimental investigation targets (i.e. achieving consistent part thickness and shape accuracy, 
coherent with the target component). The optimum component is identified and analysed in detail.    

4.1 Forming strategy 
In Figure 13, the three-step procedure is compared with the 42° and 55° two step procedures for the 
forming of 1.2 mm sheets. This illustrates how the addition of the backward forming step allows a 
lower thickness to be achieved in the end component, reaching a minimum of 0.44 mm and keeping 
the thickness lower than the two steps approaches up to 50 mm from the die top. The average 
thickness achieved by three step strategy is 0.75 mm with an average variation of 0.019 mm 
(calculated by 3 point measurement for 1 mm increments). However, it can also be observed that the 
resulting thickness is less consistent after a certain forming distance – this is shown by the rising 
thickness after around 50mm from the die. When comparing the two step approaches with each 
other, these follow similar profiles. The 42° two step strategy shows an average thickness of 0.82 mm 
with an average variation of 0.015, meanwhile the 55° two step strategy shows an average of 0.78 
with an average variation of 0.009 mm. The 55° inclined pre-stretch toolpath, however, can be 
considered the better result as it has achieved a less variable wall thickness through forming.  
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Figure 13: Different forming strategies applied to 1.2mm sheets 

Regarding the shape consistency, the deviation from the target component has been measured 
through GOM scans. In Figure 14, a comparison between the target trumpet shape and the 1.2mm 
formed sheet component is shown. This highlights the distance between the measured points and the 
target shape, and thus the shape accuracy of the formed component. The three step strategy shows 
a reduction in deviation from the target, particularly in the high wall angle zones (up to 30mm from 
the top of the die), resulting more accurate than two steps one. 

 

Figure 14: Deviation between target component and ISF component for 1.2 mm sheets and round 

nose tool: three forming steps strategy with backward forming step (a) and two steps with 55° first 

pass (b)  

4.2 Forming tool 
While the three-pass forming strategy successfully overcame the issue of bulging experienced with 
the two step forming strategies, the introduction of a round nose tool was a cause of additional 
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improvements in performance. To explore the effects of the forming strategies and forming tools in 
more detail, Figures 14 and 15 have been constructed through GOM scans and show the average 
thickness for a certain distance from the top of the die, along with the standard deviation around the 
circumference.  

In Figure 15, a comparison between the component wall thicknesses generated by the flat tool 
(plotted according to distance from the top of the die) for different sheet thicknesses is shown. It is 
possible to notice how the three step strategy has a more constant thickness (0.7 mm) in the forming 
zone from 10mm to 40mm, compared with the two step strategy (42° pre-stretch toolpath profile 
inclination). The 1.6 mm sheet formed with the three step strategy has been able to achieve the 
thickness obtained with 1.2mm and two step strategies, in the zones between 30 and 40 mm distance 
from the die top. In Figure 16, the thickness achieved with round nose tool, using the three step 
strategy, is similarly compared between the three different formed thicknesses (1.2, 1.6 and 2mm). 
The thickness behaviour and deviations show a consistent trend for every formed thickness. 
Comparing Figure 15 and 16, it is possible to notice how the round tool is able to achieve lower 
thicknesses compared with the flat tool. However, the flat tool is capable of achieving a consistent 
thickness level (in particular in the zones between 10 and 40 mm from the die top). The flat tool gives 
also a slightly lower thickness variability, particularly in the zone furthest from the die top.  

 

 

Figure 15: Component wall thickness profiles with flat nose tool for 2.0, 1.6 and 1.2mm sheets 
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Figure 16: Component wall thickness profiles with round nose tool for 2.0, 1.6 and 1.2mm sheets 

 

The comparison between the tools can also be illustrated through the relevant GOM scans (Figure 17). 
These show that for the three step strategy and 1.6mm sheet thickness, the flat tool is able to achieve 
a larger zone of low thickness forming (less than 1mm) in comparison with the round tool. The flat 
tool did, however, display substantial variance in thickness around the component circumference (at 
a given distance from the top of the die).  

For both components, the circumferential variation in thickness increases towards the top of the die. 
The reason for this behaviour is the high wall angle (up to 79°) to be achieved in these zones. Forming 
high wall angles zones without incurring in defects, or fracture, is difficult to achieve, particularly for 
a variable inclination. The contact zone of the two tools (higher for the round nose tool and smaller 
for the flat one) can be correlated to their different performances. 

 

Figure 17: Comparison between ISF of 1.6mm sheet for three steps strategy: Flat tool (a); Round tool 

(b) 
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4.3 Optimum component: Wall Angles and Sine Law prediction 
In light of the experimental trials, the formed component selected to replicate the target musical 
instrument has been produced from 1.2 mm brass sheet, with three forming steps and round nose 
tool (Trial17). This has been used in the construction of a finished instrument, and in Figure 18 the 
thickness map of the selected component is presented.  

In Figure 19, the wall angle trend of the component is shown. The wall angles have been calculated 
from the inclinations of the splines generated by the two closest points on the die-axis (1 mm distance 
on the vertical axis), located on the principal radial axes (in positive and negative directions). 
Therefore, more than one wall angle value is obtained at the same distance from the die -top 
(component length). The graph shows the average wall angle and deviation for these values, mapping 
them over the distance from the top of the component. It is possible to notice how the wall angle 
decreases (accordingly to the die spline) homogeneously in the main forming zone. The highest wall 
angle achieved is 79°. The forming strategy was able to form a defect free component with a difference 
in wall angle of 30° in the main forming zone. 

 

Figure 18: Thickness distribution of the final component: incrementally formed from a 1.2 mm, with 

three steps strategy with backward forming and a round nose tool (Trial17) 

 

Figure 19: Wall angle mapping of the 1.2 mm, three step strategy with backward forming, round 

nose tool (Trial17) 
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In Figure 20, the Sine Law (1) has been applied to the selected component’s wall angle trend (giving 
the output variable thickness trend). Wall angle averages for every point (distance from the die-top) 
have been used to generate a thickness prediction, based on a starting thickness of 1.2mm. As is 
clearly visible, the predictions do not match the current thickness values.  This needs to take into 
consideration that only one value of thickness is predicted by the Sine Law (obtained by average wall 
angle at a certain distance from the component’s top) is compared with the average value of thickness 
obtained by GOM scans. However, the Sine Law prediction trend results vary substantially from the 
current measurement. Because of the multiple forming and complexity of the toolpath, only iterative 
numerical methods may be able to approximate the final component thickness.  

 

Figure 20: Sine law prediction and measured thickness for the Trial 17 component. 

5 Conclusion 
Through a series of 27 experimental trials, a novel three step forming strategy, with two steps forming 
top to bottom and one backward, has been found viable for forming brass components using ISF. This 
has achieved a high wall angle and significant variation in wall inclination necessary for such 
components. Other critical factors impacting the final component thickness, variability and accuracy 
were also identified, including the contact zone between the component and the tool (round nose and 
flat), and the workpiece initial thickness. The most effective conditions, within the bounds of the 
experimental trials, were found to be a round nose tool and 1.2mm initial thickness.  The three step 
forming strategy was able to achieve wall angles of 79° (with a difference of 30° in the wall angle of 
the forming zone) and 0.45mm thickness without breakages and macro-defects, achieving the target 
component geometry. As a result, the final geometry and thickness correctly approximates the target, 
albeit with some thickness variation is still present. This work provides new insights for the application 
of ISF in brass and in components with demanding geometric constraints. Its viability in this setting 
opens the possibility of not only updating the artisanal production process with advanced digital 
approaches, but to introduce new geometric features in the trumpet bell that were hitherto 
unachievable.  

In terms of the ISF process, subsequent studies are planned to investigate component microstructure 
as well as mapping the component strain (using etching) during the ISF process. This would help to 
characterize the ISF of brass alloys for complex shapes.  Further steps may involve the adjustment of 
the die shape in order to prevent the component springback, which prevented the matching between 
target shape and the formed one. Reasons for the benefit of a backward pass, such as the relief of 
residual stress, would also be a useful area of investigation. To this end, a Design of Experiments 
approach in future studies can help to understand the relevant variables and characterize the 
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Incremental Sheet Forming of brass. The effect of the ISF manufactured bell on the sound performance 
of the instrument is, of course, fundamental to its viability. Feedback from artisans has indicated that 
the parts produced are within tolerances that ensure their viability, and a number of instruments will 
be assembled with both standard and asymmetric geometries made possible by ISF. These will be  
tested for both the actual and perceived sound produced, and other relevant characteristics such as 
surface roughness also considered as contributory factors to the tonal characteristics . With these 
future challenges in mind, ISF offers new possibilities for the production of bespoke instruments based 
on user preferences, helping to maintain the personalised spirit of craft in an advanced manufacturing 
setting.  
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